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Abstract. In this paper we present a new workflow allowing the creation of 3D 
characters in an automated way that does not require the expertise of an anima-
tor. This workflow is based of the acquisition of real human data captured by 
3D body scanners, which is them processed to generate firstly animatable body 
meshes, secondly skinned body meshes and finally textured 3D garments. 
1   Introduction 
From the dawn of human civilisation, story telling has been a key element of culture 
and education where human characters have been given a central role. Although story 
telling has been evolving beyond recognition with the advent of computer graphics 
and virtual reality, human figures still play a significant and irreplaceable part in nar-
ration. Creation and animation of these characters have been among the most difficult 
tasks encountered by animators. In particular the generation of animatable character 
meshes, which include modelling and skinning, is still a manual task requiring obser-
vation, skills and time and on which the success of the narrative depends on.  
2   Creation of 3D models of humans from real data 
On one hand a talented animator requires few weeks, if not months, to produce a con-
vincing model of 3D human. On the other hand specific human models can be gener-
ated in hours by using any of the two main automatic or semi-automatic techniques: 
the deformation of generic 3D human models and 3D scanning. In the first case, a set 
of pictures [2,3] or a video sequence [1] is mapped on a generic 3D model, which is 
scaled and deformed in order to match the pictures. The main limitation is the similar-
ity between the human model and the generated model depends on the viewpoint. The 
other way of generating automatically realistic humans is by using 3D scanners 
[6,7,12]. Models are more realistic, however they contain little semantic information, 
i.e. data comprises an unstructured list of 3D data points or mesh without any indica-
tion of what body component they represent.  
The method we propose, detailed in [4], is a combination of the two previously de-
scribed techniques: a generic 3D model is deformed in order to match 3D data. This is 
a two-step process: global mapping and local deformation. The global mapping regis-
ters and deforms the generic model to the scanned data based on global correspon-
dences, in this case manually defined landmarks. The local deformation reshapes the 
globally deformed generic model to fit the scanned data by identifying corresponding 
closest surface points between them and warps the generic model surface in the direc-
tion of the closest surface (see Figure 1). 
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Fig. 1. Generic model (a), 3D imaged body data (b) final conformed result (c), generic 
mesh (d), 3D imaged body mesh (e) and final conformed mesh (f). 
3   Character skinning based on real data 
The animation of 3D characters with animation packages is based on a hierarchic rigid 
body defined by a skeleton, which is a supporting structure for polygonal meshes that 
represent the outer layer or skin of characters. In order to ensure smooth deformations 
of the skin around articulations, displacements of vertices must depend on the motion 
of the different bones of the neighbourhood. The process of associating vertices with 
weighted bones is called skinning and is an essential step of character animation. That 
task requires time and artistic skills, since skinning is performed iteratively until a 
visually acceptable compromise is reached. Our solution is based on a more rational 
approach: instead of experimentally trying to converge towards the best skinning com-
promise, we offer to automatically skin a model from a set of 3D scanned postures 
which are anatomically meaningful [5] (see Figure 2).  
The skinning process itself is based on the analysis of the motions of points between 
these different postures. Using the set of 3D points, we start by tracing each point 
from the reference posture and we obtain the 3D deformation of each point (range 
flow). Then the positions of the centre of each limb can be calculated in all the 3D 
models of the sequence and finally we analyse the motion of each point in its own 
local coordinate system and assign to each point of the 3D model a set of weights 
associated to each bone (see Figure 3). The vertex weights are calculated as coeffi-
cients in linear equations defining the motion of the vertex in joint coordinate system. 
In this system two bones defining the joint are considered as axes of a coordinate 
system. Vertex weights are considered as coordinates of vertex in that system.  
           
Fig. 2.
 Character scanned in different positions             Fig. 3. Weight distribution      
 
In recent papers [12,13] the postures are used to improve the skinning by fitting the 
skin deformation parameters to postures. Our method uses the postures for direct cal-
culation of skin vertex weights. It can be considered as an extension of SSD (Skeletal 
Space Deformation) approach, where the weights are not necessary normalized and 
they can change their values depending on orientation of the bones. 
4   Textured 3D Garment generation from real data 
Three main strategies have been used for dressing 3D characters. Garments can be 
modelled and textured by an animator: this time consuming option is widely spread in 
particular in the game industry where there are only few characters with strong and 
distinctive features. A simple alternative is to map textures on body shape of naked 
characters, however that technique is only acceptable when characters are supposed to 
wear tightly fitted garments. Finally garments can be assembled: patterns are pulled 
together and seamed around the body. Then physically based algorithms calculate how 
garments drape when resting. This accurate and time-consuming technique (requiring 
seconds [8] or even minutes [10] depending on the required level of accuracy) is often 
part of a whole clothing package specialised in clothes simulation. 
Among these strategies, only the third one is appealing since it provides an automated 
way of generating convincing 3D garments. However since we do not intend to ani-
mate clothes using a physically based animation engine and we do not have direct 
access to clothes pattern, that strategy does not impose itself as the best solution.  
Instead we offer to use the following innovative technical solution: the generation of 
3D garments is done by capturing a same individual in a specific position with and 
without clothing (see Figure 4). Generic garment meshes are conformed to scans of 
characters wearing garment to produce 3D clothes. Then body and garment meshes 
can be superposed to generate the 3D clothes models (see Figure 5).  
Each 3D outfit is connected to a set of texture maps providing style and appearance. 
The process of texture generation is the following: using the given flatten mesh of a 
generic mesh and a set of photos which will be used as texture maps, users set land-
marks on the photos corresponding to predefined landmarks on the flatten mesh. Then 
a warping procedure is operated so that the warped images can be mapped automati-
cally on the 3D mesh (see Figure 5). Moreover areas where angles should be pre-
served during the warping phase – i.e. seams defining a pocket - can be specified. 
          
Fig. 4.
 Model scanned in different outfits       Fig. 5. Textured model  
5 Conclusion  
We presented an automated workflow for the creation of 3D characters based on 
scanned data. The creation process does not require expertise and skills of animators, 
since any computer literate person can generate of a new character in a couple of 
hours. This workflow is currently in use in the development of the intuitive authoring 
system allowing non-computer specialist to create, animate, control and interact with a 
new generation of 3D characters within the V-Man project [9].  
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